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Square Sail Ventures presents
the beautiful tall ship
‘Phoenix’
The Phoenix represents the Age of Sail in maritime
history. A ship that would have been well known to
pirates, dare-devil pioneers and explorers of
the New World
A wonderful and unique platform for Public visitations,
promotional events, product launches,
press receptions and corporate entertaining

What can Phoenix offer to Events?


The ship, alongside can be
open to the Public for
visitations. On board are
displays with information ,
photographs and details of
the history of the ship.
Crew members are on
hand to interact and chat
with the visitors.



Phoenix provides a
fabulous venue for
corporate events,
receptions and promotions
— either during the day or
evening.



Logos can be fastened to
the sails of the ship or
banners tied along the side
of the vessel for the
purpose of advertising,
promotion etc.



Information, marketing
materials, photographs etc
can be projected on to the
sails of the ship for
dramatic effect.



Ship’s lights can illuminate
the masts and sails at night,
producing a stunning focal
point to any event.



At anchor, the vessel
provides a spectacular
platform for corporate
clients/VIPs/Press to view
waterborne events



Providing the location has
suitable marine conditions,
the ship can be used during
or at the end of an event
for waterborne activities.
She can be the flagship for
parades of sail; evening
spectaculars and finale
events

Phoenix has been the
star of numerous
motion pictures and
television series,
most recently
filming for Tom
Hardy’s series
‘Taboo’,
as the ‘Essex’
in Ron Howard’s
movie ‘In the Heart
of the Sea’, Poldark
Series 1 and 2
and
the Golden Globe
nominated Amazon
Prime series
'Outlander'

The Phoenix is a
British registered vessel
34 metres long,
fully certified
to carry 12 passengers
when sailing.
Alongside or at
anchor the ship can
comfortably
accommodate 50-60
persons on deck for a
function.

Please call or email us to discuss the possibilities of having our ship visit your
area/event/organisation. Costs for hire of the ship depend on a
number of factors (including duration and location of charter)
and will be negotiated and agreed on a tailor-made basis,
speciﬁc to each individual client’s requirements
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